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We Welcome Jordan Vermeer, Seminary Intern 

 
Tell us a little about your geographical and family roots. 

 I am an Iowa boy from Maurice.  As you might be able to tell 
from my last name, my father is one hundred percent Dutch.  I       
graduated from high school in a class of 100 and then continued my 
education at Northwestern, a small liberal arts college, where  I lived in 
a dorm named West Hall.  While that dorm is no longer in existence, it 
was a place very formative and dear to my life.   
 Following graduation I spent a year in Orange City, Iowa and 
then moved on to Denver Seminary for a year. I claim the mountains as my second home, 
especially the Grand Tetons.  
 
What, and who, have been influences in leading you towards becoming a pastor? 

 My major influencers are the leaders and adults in my life who have repeatedly 
told me, "You should consider being a pastor."  The theme of church work, specifically    
caring for people and offering a listening ear, has been part of the fabric of my life.         
Ultimately it was the combination of the encouragement of the community of faith and my 
own sense of giftedness that led me down the path towards parish ministry.  
 
What are the best and the hardest things about seminary training? 

 I love ideas.  Classes that challenge me and offer new and different perspectives 
fuel my studying and reading.  Not only do I love to learn, I also find theology and the 
Christian story beautiful, with everything tied together so thoughtfully and intricately.  My 
understanding of the works of both Bernard de Clairvaux and Augustine give me a very 
personal glimpse into that beauty.  
 Most of my struggles involve my own personal formation.  I feel God calling me 
closer into His presence; but that necessarily leads to a change in my actions along with the 
development of an intentional mindfulness of the presence of God in my life.  
 
What hopes do you have for your internship with Second Reformed Church? 

 There are two things that I am seeking from this internship; community and       
experience.  Even if Second were not my internship I would likely attend here.  I love the 
way we worship, appreciate the thought put into every service, and hope to make this my 
church family for the next couple of years.  I’m excited to learn and grow through           
experience; sitting at the feet of leaders and working on my teaching skills.  I hope to      
become more comfortable in front of people, as well as more confident in my ability to 
lead.  
 
What book/s do you recommend that we all read? 

 My favorite book is The Brothers Karamazov by Dostoevsky. If you are not looking 
for a five hundred page monster to tackle, I would suggest (along with Mark) Surprised by 
Hope by N.T. Wright or The Deep Things of God by Fred Sanders.  In his book Sanders goes 
into depth about why the Trinity is important and how it is involved in every aspect of    
theology. This book gave me a profound reverence for and love of the Trinity.  
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View from the Pulpit . . .                                   K. Voskuil 
     

Shooting with My Left Hand and Giving with Both Hands (and Heart) 
 

 Larry Bird, the hard-working, right-handed basketball star for the Boston Celtics, used 

to spend hours in his High School gym practicing left-handed shots.  For most it is not natural 

to ambidextrously switch hands when it comes to jump shots or free-throws … not even for 

Larry Legend.  It was practice, practice, practice; discipline; early morning practices; and some 

more discipline.  Of course, he loved to play ball which made this hard work a deeper joy. 
 
 In many ways our financial stewardship can be likened to learning to shoot basketballs 

with both hands.  It may not feel natural to set aside money each week for the work of the 

church.  Going out to eat, catching a movie with friends, or even purchasing a newer and nicer 

car may all feel like easier decisions.  And yet, the giving of one’s gifts and talents has been 

part of the church from its very beginning (Acts 2).  Whether this means dedicating a 

“tithe” (10% of your income) or not, regular and dedicated giving for the sake of the wider 

body of Christ appears to be an important marker for the church throughout the ages.   At 

stake is the church’s wider ability to disciple, baptize, extend hospitality, transform              

community, share gospel hope, and model the priorities of justice and mercy 

with others.  Even more, the practices of generous and committed giving    

foster healthy trust within our relationship with the very Giver of all good 

gifts, as well as  interconnectedness with the very body we’ve been engrafted 

into as Christ’s own. 
 
 Committed stewardship is something Gretchen and I decided to     

practice when in graduate school; a time when things were tighter financially.  

It wasn’t easy to regularly cut checks to the church when the money could 

have been used elsewhere, and yet, proclaiming our life in Christ also meant 

growth in our commitment to Christ’s very body. It took practice, discipline, 

and even some further growth in our faith, but I can now say that giving has 

become a more joyful act of our discipleship.  Our next hurdle is helping our 

daughters live into similar patterns where a life in and for the church becomes 

as central as it is for us. 
 
 These next few months of stewardship and support are crucial for 

Second Church and our ability to make an impact in Zeeland and throughout 

the world.  Likewise, your generosity and commitment to going deeper and 

wider as Christ’s body is as important as ever. 

With Gratitude, 

Pastor Karsten Voskuil 
karsten@srczeeland.org 
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 Elders are working on the evaluation of best practices in providing loving 

care to congregational members.  It remains critically important to focus 

on visitation.  Ways to approach care ministries is being redefined and  

refined as this important outreach is studied.   

 Home communion has been provided to several members who find it    

difficult or impossible to partake of the Lord’s supper in the church     

setting.  Once again visits from elder teams involving communication 

and communion were a blessing to those who were visited and to the      

visitors.  The frequency of offering home communion as well as         

communion to those who can participate in church services continues to 

be discussed. 

 The installation of the Rev. Miriam Barnes and the Rev. Eric Barnes will 

occur on Sunday, November 8 at a 6:00 pm worship service in our sanctuary.  Church members and 

friends are warmly invited to participate in the service and a time of  fellowship afterwards. 

 Deacons conferred on the local mission distribution of our 2015 Thanksgiving offering, as well as ways to  

encourage faith-filled stewardship to meet the needs of our ministry and mission. 

 Discipleship triads were discussed, with an informational meeting and training (and food!) to be held on 

November 1 at 6:00 pm at the church.   

 David Bosscher, chair of the Capital Campaign Committee, was present at the end of the meeting to share 

information about the good progress to date by that group.  More information will be available for the           

congregation in the near future. 

                                            Notes by Karen Den Herder, Chair of Elders 

Consistory Considerations  . . .                                 John Query  
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“God, how do we see and             

hear YOU in our lives?” 
 

Parent:            How was school today?! 

Teenager:       Fine. 

Parent:            What’d you learn?! 

Teenager:       Nothing...ok, I’m going to my room.   

  Call me when dinner's ready. 
 

 Sound familiar? Does this feel like every day of your life when school is in session? Maybe if 

your kids are out of the house you remember these days. Or, if you don’t have young children or teens, 

you may remember saying the same thing over and over again to your parents. 
 

Day in day out the question stays the same and the answer rarely changes. And yet, we continue to 

ask the same question expecting that, for some unknown (and unscientific) reason,  this Thursday the    

answer will be different. This time we’ll hear about the really exciting thing that’s being discussed in       

science class or the deep conversation that was had in English class. Honestly though, how often does that 

actually happen? 
 

 We’ve been discussing Psalm 139 at Middle School Youth Group this year. We’ve been exploring 

what it means that God completely knows us, all of us, and that God is with us wherever we go. We have 

read “even the darkness is not dark to you; the night is as bright as the day…” (v.12) and that we are 

“fearfully and wonderfully made…” (v.14)  We’ve read that even if we “take the wings of the morning and 

settle at the farthest limits of the sea…” that even there God’s “hand shall lead [us]...” (v.9-10). 
 

 And so I’ve begun to wonder, what if we started asking our teenagers (and each other for that  

matter),  Where have you seen God today? Where did you see God at work? Where did you sense God’s 

presence? In the sunrise? In the teacher who didn’t send you out of class when you forgot your           

homework? When you witnessed a friend offer up their lunch to someone without food? When you saw 

someone stand up to the 10th grade bully? 
 

If we began asking these questions, what would that mean for our awareness of the world around 

us? What would it mean for our conversations? What would it mean for our sense of what matters in our 

day to day living? Would we be more grateful, recognizing God in the sunrise every morning? Would we 

be more caring, recognizing God in our neighbor in need? Would we be more gracious, recognizing God in 

the times when we need patience or when grace is extended to us? 

 

 As we read in Psalm 139, God is indeed everywhere we go. God is active in the ordinary and the 

extraordinary. May we grow more and more aware of God’s presence and movement in our day to day 

living.       Rev. Eric Barnes, Associate Pastor of Youth & Young Adults 


